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Ocean Odyssey
By Ranya Scarborough
Recently, I had the pleasure of visiting
National Geographic’s Ocean Odyssey with
my daughter, staff and other members. We
ventured to Times Square like tourist and
were in awe of what was in front of us.
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Venture House is an accredited clubhouse program designed to support people living
with mental illness. Since 1988, we have maintained one unifying vision: to assist individuals
diagnosed with a mental illness to live meaningful and productive lives in the community.
We know that recovery from mental illness is possible and that by working together with
focused supports, people can achieve their life goals. At Venture House, members and staff
work side-by-side to run the organization. Members are involved in all aspects of Clubhouse
life, and through engagement and
work, members learn skills, make
friends, and gain a sense of self-

worthy.
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Ocean Odyssey
By: Ranya Scarborough
Recently, I had the pleasure of visiting
National Geographic’s Ocean Odyssey
with my daughter, staff and other
members. We ventured to Times Square
like tourist and were in awe of what was
in front of us. It was an interactive, 3D
ocean filled with active marine life.
There were glowing coral, mighty squid,
colorful fish and my favorite, sea turtles.
Without giving it away there was time in
the light and dark and time submerged in
a maze of algae. We exited to an in
depth informational room of sea
animals, the gift shop and a wall where
you could be a big part of the puzzle. I
would recommend this trip to those who
love the sea but don’t care to get wet.
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Venture House Website Gets a Major Upgrade!
By: Michelle Rabelo
Last year Venture House decided it
was time for a new website. There is
no nice way to put it, our current
website sucks! It is very outdated,
it’s stylistically out of vogue, the
information on the website is great
but it’s hard to find and difficult to
maneuver form page to page. I
could go on and on but lets focus on
the positive!
In regular Venture House fashion
and website committee was formed.
Despite an outside company being
hired to do the work of the website
a lot of work needed to be done in
house. Things such as content,
photos, and the overall appearance
of the website needed to be decided
by us! We did a lot of research on
other webpages and used the ones
we liked as reference for what we
wanted the Venture House website
to look like. We had a professional
photographer come in to the
Queens and Staten Island locations
to take new photos for us to post on
the website. The content of the

website, the real meat and bones of
our page, was divided among the
units to tackle. Luke has been
coordinating much of this process
and has done a great job sticking to
the deadlines.
Last month we finally got a sneak
peek into a draft of the website. We
had come a long way but still had
some tweaks we wanted to make.
Little things like font, layout, and
wording are all very important and
we want to get it just right. The new
page will be up and running in
October and we can’t wait for
everyone to see it.
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TV SPOT
By: David Newstein
While many people at Venture House know that I tutor math, I have also been working
on statistical simulations at VH utilizing a free online software package called R for the
last couple years. My case worker, O'Bryan, has given me much encouragement with
this work. Last year I wrote a paper which I "published" online on the website
academia.edu. I was also encouraged by a former math teacher at Hunter to do a
presentation in there on my current research topic. Here I am on TV in the Hunter
Math Department’s upcoming events screen. My talk is scheduled for October 10th.
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The Midnite Rose
By Eloise Ockert

This month I am going to define the cards for you. It is very easy to read for yourself on
a day to day basis. You can purchase a Tarot Card Deck through EBay at a minimal
amount of money. There are literally hundreds of card decks to choose from, but the
most popular is The Rider-Waite Deck. It is the least expensive and easiest for most
readers to read from. The pictorials here are from the Rider-Waite.
What one can do is after purchasing a deck is to meditate each morning for 10 to 15
minutes. Shuffle the deck and choose 1 card. Focus on the card you chose to see the
direction your day will be going in. If it is negative than you are prepared to change the
energy for yourself by doing whatever it takes to have a positive days experience.
I am going to go over the meaning of the 4 cards depicted here. The definitions for each
are general if they come up in a full reading the read depends on the other cards that
are pulled and what the quitrent is seeking. There are multitude of definitions when
receiving a full reading. Remember whatever comes up is the energy surrounding you.
All divination, no matter the type of reading you have, is based on trends. If a predictive
reading doesn’t come to be it is usually because something within the energy changed.
REMEMBER: THE CARDS ONLY GUIDE THEY DON”T DECIDE.
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DESCRIPTION
The Star card shows a naked woman kneeling at the edge of a small pool. She holds
two containers of water: one in her left hand (representing the subconscious) and one
in her right (representing the conscious). The woman pours the water out to nourish
the earth and to continue the cycle of fertility, represented by the lush greenery
around her. The other container pours the water onto dry land in five rivulets,
representing the five senses.
The woman has one foot on the ground, representing her practical abilities and good
common sense, and the other foot in the water, representing her intuition and inner
resources and listening to her inner voice. She is naked, representing her vulnerability
and purity under the vastness of the starry night sky. Behind her shines one large star,
representing her core essences, and seven smaller stars, representing the chakras.
When the STAR CARD comes up in a reading it means the querent is going to receive
his wish whatever the question is: aka could be about a better income, a relationship,
etc., etc. In a reading when a card is reversed is the same except it is NOT as strong.
The majority of readers do NOT read the cards in reversal. But upright, or reverse the
meaning is usually the same except reversed it is not as strong.
THE FOOL CARD #0
UPRIGHT: Beginnings, innocence, spontaneity, a free spirit
REVERSED: Holding back, recklessness, risk-taking
DESCRIPTION
The Fool is numbered 0 – the number of unlimited potential – and so does not have a
specific place in the sequence of the Tarot cards. The Fool can be placed either at the
beginning of the Major Arcana or at the end. The Major Arcana is often considered the
Fool’s journey through life (The Hermit Card represents the fool aged with knowledge
and wisdom) he is ever present and therefore needs no number.
On the Fool Tarot card, a young man stands on the edge of a cliff, without a care in the
world, as he sets out on a new adventure. He is gazing upwards toward the sky (and
the Universe) and is seemingly unaware that he is about to skip off a precipice into the
unknown. Over his shoulder rests a modest knapsack containing everything he needs –
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seemingly unaware that he is about to skip off a precipice into the unknown. Over his shoulder rests a
modest knapsack containing everything he needs –

which isn’t much. The white rose in his left hand represents his purity and innocence. And at his feet are a sm

dog, representing loyalty and protection that encourage him to charge forward and learn the lessons he came

The mountains behind the Fool symbolize the challenges yet to come. They are forever present, but the Fool d
care about them right now; he’s more focused on starting his expedition.

UPRIGHT: Manifestation, resourcefulness, power, inspired action
REVERSED: Manipulation, poor planning, untapped talents

The Fool card does not represent ‘foolishness,’ it represents
naivetés. The Fool comes up at times as a warning. A person may
be delving into a new project that takes a lot of money. The card
is saying look at all aspects of this deal; make sure there are ‘no
holes,’ that can cause you to lose money. This is just an example
of a possibility. The dog represents “Warning,” despite what it
states in the above description. The card is saying look ahead of
you, don’t have your head in the clouds or you can ‘lose it all,’
whatever that may represent to you. It isn’t all that black &
white. So caution is the key word when The Fool card comes up
in a read depending what the quitrent is looking for.
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THE MAGICIAN CARD #1
THE MAGICIAN DESCRIPTION
UPRIGHT: FEMININITY, BEAUTY, NATURE, NURTURING, ABUNDANCE
REVERSED: CREATIVE BLOCK, DEPENDENCE ON OTHERS.
The Magician card is numbered One – the number of new beginnings and
opportunities – and associates with the planet of Mercury. He stands with one arm
stretched upwards towards the Universe, and the other pointing down to the earth.
His positioning represents his connection between the spiritual realms and the
material realms. The Magician uses this relationship to create and manifest his goals in
the physical realm. He is the conduit that converts energy into matter. The Magician’s
robe is white, symbolizing purity, and his cloak is red, representing worldly experience
and knowledge.
On the table in front of him are the four symbols of the Tarot suits – a cup, pentacle,
sword and wand – each symbolizing one of the four elements – water, earth, air and
fire. It is also a sign that he has all the tools (and elements) he needs to manifest his
intentions into being. Above his head is the infinity symbol, and around his waist is a
snake biting its own tail – both of which signal that he has access to unlimited
potential. And in the foreground is an array of foliage and flowers, symbolizing the
blossoming and fruition of his ideas and aspirations.

The above description is minimalized and simplified. As you can read here the
description is saying the person who pulls this card is blessed with everything in a
positive manner. The energy is strong and the potential is there for success in all areas
of life.
Though the description above DOES NOT SAY SO, the Magician card represents Jesus.
He sacrificed his body and spirit for the good of THE WORLD. He succeeded at doing
what he was asked to do, was resurrected and earned his just rewards as set out on
the table.
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cycles of the natural world (the twelve months of the year and the twelve planets).
Her robe is patterned with pomegranates, symbolic of fertility, and sits upon a
luxurious array of cushions and flowing red velvet. One cushion features the symbol
of Venus, the planet of love, creativity, fertility, beauty and grace – the essence of the
Empress.
A beautiful, lush forest and winding stream surround the Empress, signifying her
connection with Mother Earth and life itself. She draws her sense of peace from the
trees and the water and is rejuvenated by the energy of nature. In the foreground,
golden wheat springs from the soil, reflecting abundance from a recent harvest.
The Empress card represents ‘pregnancy’ and has a multitude of definitions. One it is
usually a card representing a woman asking (in a reading) if she will become pregnant.
It may also be a woman who is pregnant and is looking to see what the outcome of
her pregnancy will be. It can also mean a new beginning cycle in a person’s life
depending on how the card comes up in the read. It may be someone asking about
someone else being pregnant, aka a woman who has a married daughter, and she is
wondering if she will be a grandmother. The card is a positive card. If it comes in
reverse it simply means the person is not pregnant, or the inquiry about another is
also negative. A possibility that an endeavor to making money is NOT going to
happen, or not going to happen as fast as one had thought.
Remember: The cards only guide, they do not decide.
Again: If anyone wants a free 3 card reading, give your questions to Michelle
anonymously in an envelope and I will respond to any questions in this column. A 3
card read if one has to pay usually goes for $10.
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Reading
A member of VH had a 2 question reading; instead of payment the
agreement was to place the responses in the Venture Voice
Newsletter.
The 1st question was about a job the person is looking into to
generate money. The venue is still somewhat at the beginning
stages. The question was will this venue go in a positive direction to
generate a strong amount of money.
I had him pull a few cards; the cards came up showing it is strongly
indicated if the correct steps are taken the venue will be extremely
successful.
Then unexpectedly, however, a card came up representing a strong
female…he said it was his mother and she is going through a very
hard time with a separation of one of her sons. But the good thing
is I picked up he will connect soon and maybe even return and talk
about some issues he was/is going through. Things will pull into
place when this happens.
Of course everything with divination is based on trends and this
can change. However, it looks so closely to the time it may happen
though things are also based on free will.
The person asked about a romantic relationship as well, it looks
strong and positive. It will continue on this course but if it leads to
the long haul is questionable at this time.

This was the full reading.
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FROM BOOK-TO-FILM, A TIMELINE OF STEVEN KING’S
MOST MEMORABLE STORIES.

Janet Perisa
With over 350,000,000 books sold world-wide and several film adaptations, Steven
King’s prolific career has earned him the title of “Master of Horror.” Below is a list
of King’s most memorable stories of all time.

CARRIE
Written in 1974, “Carrie” was King’s first published
novel. He stated that the inspiration for the book was
based on an unpopular girl who was incessantly bullied
because of the poverty of her background. The film
adaptation was directed by Brian De Palma, starring
Sissy Spacek, Piper Laurie, and John Travolta. The
film was nominated for two Academy Awards: Best
Actress (Sissy Spacek) and Best Supporting Actress
(Piper Laurie).

THE SHINING

Written in 1977 and adapted to the screen in 1980, The
Shining remains on of Steven Kings most chilling novels,
and director, Stanley Kubrick’s most popular films. The
story’s setting, “The Overlook Hotel”, is based on the
author’s visit to an enormous and eerie hotel located high
in the Colorado Rockies. King’s struggle with alcoholism
is reflected in the story’s main protagonist, Jack Torrence.
Starring Jack Nicolson, Shelly Duvall, and Scatman
Crothers, The Shining remains one of the best cult
classics of all time.

MISERY
This psychological horror story was published as a
novel in 1987 and released on the big screen in 1990.
The film earned Kathy Bates an Oscar for Best
Actress, and has a 90% rating on Rotten Tomatoes.
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CHILDREN OF THE CORN
A personal favorite, “Children of the Corn” was
featured as a short story in the March 1977 issue of
Penthouse Magazine. A big budget feature film
starring Linda Hamilton and Peter Horton was made
seven-years later in 1984.

CAT’S EYE

This horror anthology first appeared in King’s
“Night Shift” collection of short stories that were
published in 1978. The film adaptation was made in
1985 and stars a 10-year old Drew Barrymore. New
York Times film critic, Vincent Canby called Cat’s
Eye "the best screen adaptation of any of King's
work since Brian De Palma's “Carrie””.

PET CEMETARY
Written in 1983, “Pet Cemetery “ is derived from
Steven King’s actual experience as a writer-inresidence at the University of Maine. The cottage that
he and his family occupied stood adjacent to a major
road where neighborhood pets were oftentimes turned
into roadkill. The 1989 feature film stars actor, Fred
Gwynne who is best known for his iconic roll as
Herman Munster in “The Munsters”. The latest film
adaptation was released in 2019, earning $112.4 million
at the box office.
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Administration
Hey VH! Admin has been busy working on closing the
books for the 2018-19 fiscal year all month. We would
like to thank all the members who took time out of their
day to assist us with this big project. Also a huge shout
out to all staff and members who help us out on a regular
basis with their hard work and dedication.

Housing and Maintenance Unit
In the HAM UNIT, we should have done 3
quarterly apartment visits done already. We check in
with people living in the apartments in our housing
program to see if they need someone to fix anything in
the apartments. We also ask the members if they have a
working fire detector and a working carbon monoxide
detector. We also do rent collection which members
pay 30% of their SSI or SSD benefits.
In the reception area, we answer calls and transfer calls to the appropriate unit. We sort out
mail by last names and put them in the mail slots. We ask that only 2 people are allowed at the front
desk and that only people waiting for their car service or people waiting for a tour in the clubhouse
to sit in the waiting area. In the reception roll call, we check the board to see which staff are out and
who is in. In the reception schedule we ask a member to go around the clubhouse and ask for
volunteers to answer the phone.
In the Cocoa Bean Café there are two shifts (first shift starts at 9:45 am through 11:00 am
and the second shift from 11:00 am through 12:00 pm) for the cash registers. We also train
members every Wednesday if they feel that they need to be trained doing the cash register. We also
have someone to stock the café when the items are dwindling. We have a 20 minute time limit for
members and staff to sit and relax in the café. We also have a Cocoa Bean Café manager and comanager which are responsible for training members to do the cash register and getting change.
During cleaning up the café we ask for volunteers to wipe the tables, wiping the microwave,
sweeping the floor and moping the floor. We ask a member/staff to do a thorough cleaning every
Friday at 4 PM. We also ask members to turn the coffee machine off and empty the grinds. We ask
members /staff for suggestions for the power hour juice on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
We ask for volunteers to make the living room look neat and organized. A member/staff
can work side by side to complete various tasks such as vacuuming the carpet, straightening the sofa
covers, dust the tables, feeding the fish, taking out the garbage out of the living room so that later
on members can watch television and listening to the band playing on Wednesdays and Fridays.
The living room opens from 12:00 pm through 1:30 pm except when the band is playing.
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Employment and Education Unit
Happy Harvest Season everyone. On Saturday,
September 28th, The E&E unit invited three industry
professionals to partake in our quarterly Rotary Day
interviewing event. Participating members found this
event to be pleasant and informative, leaving their
interview with an increased amount of confidence in
regards to finding meaningful and gainful employment.
Our next event—the E&E Employment Dinner—is
taking place in the Dining Room on October 15th, 2019.
The topic of discussion will be on how to effectively deal with stressful situations on the job. As
always, all are welcome to attend!

Kitchen and Dining Room Unit
Greetings from the KDR Unit! We have been continuing to work hard in bringing the Venture
House community tasty and healthy meals together. Recently we have been improving our weekly
menu planning by now having the community select the salad bar ingredient choices for the
week. We are also looking provide support for those who wish to obtain a NYC Food Protection
Certificate. Thank you all for the continued support!

Hey VH! Fall is finally upon us and CID is determined to
bring the warm, positive and productive vibes from the
summer with us. Fabian and Michelle will accompany
members from the community as they represent Venture
House at Clubhouse international’s world seminar all the
way in Norway! We are all excited to hear about their
experiences over there and eager for them to share what
they’ve learned. In other news we are still working on the
dashboard and finding ways to incorporate it into the work
ordered day. The Mac used for VHTV is still down but will
return soon. Last but not least; all those interested in joining the Newsletter committee please feel
free to express interest to CID.
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October
Bowling
October 5th,2019
Join Larry as the clubhouse goes to Jib Lanes for an
action packed day of bowling. Anyone interested in
going should be sure to contact Larry or pay in CID
before Saturday.
Staten Island
Anniversary Party
October 10th,2019
Come out as we celebrate Venture House Staten
Island’s two year anniversary of being open! This is
going to be a HUGE celebration and we are looking
forward to partying with our fellow Venture House
family across the bridge. Anyone interested in
attending please be sure to reach out to Fabian,
Michelle or Juliet.

Unit Classifieds — Help Wanted!
CID……………………………………
Help wanted with tours, intake (the application paperwork after a tour), and answering
the phone (as a unit receptionist). Please
talk to a CID member to learn more or to
start training.
Help is also always wanted with the newsletter and with VHTV/VHN! Opportunities abound to write, edit, brainstorm ideas,

act, take photos, film videos, draw, and
more.
Admin……………………………..….
We want you… to help Administration with creating folders for Board members for the
upcoming Annual meetings; as well as making copies of documents for members and
staff.
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Events
Mini-Golf
October 17,2019
Accompany Luke and O’brian as Venture
House goes mini-golfing in Bayside!

Mental Health Film Festival
October 19,2019

Join David and Jesus as the clubhouse heads into
the Manhattan for the Mental Health Film Festival.
It’s sure to be informative, inspirational and fun so
be sure to come out.

Queens Farm Museum
October 20,2019
Join Joanne and Matt as Venture House goes
to the Queens Farm Museum to learn about
different farming practices and to also
hopefully pick some apples. Can you come up
with a better way to kick off your fall? That’s
right; I didn’t think so.
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Open Mic

Magic
Thoughtcatalog.com

There used to be a smile playing on your lips
And a twinkle in your eyes
I used to believe magic exists
When I’d catch them and see you shine

When I look at you today
And see the pain spilling out of you
Your ravaged soul replaces
The you that I once knew
I miss a world with magic
The world misses it too
Please find your way back from the darkness
You’re too magical to lose
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Brain Games

Chilly

Basketball

Golden

School

Pumpkin

Crisp

Orange

Apple

Yellow

Harvest

Leaves

Football
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